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Bad Religion How We Became A
Nation Of Heretics
How (Not) to Be Secular is what Jamie Smith calls "your
hitchhiker's guide to the present" -- it is both a reading
guide to Charles Taylor's monumental work A Secular
Age and philosophical guidance on how we might learn
to live in our times. Taylor's landmark book A Secular
Age (2007) provides a monumental, incisive analysis of
what it means to live in the post-Christian present -- a
pluralist world of competing beliefs and growing unbelief.
Jamie Smith's book is a compact field guide to Taylor's
insightful study of the secular, making that very
significant but daunting work accessible to a wide array
of readers. Even more, though, Smith's How (Not) to Be
Secular is a practical philosophical guidebook, a kind of
how-to manual on how to live in our secular age. It
ultimately offers us an adventure in self-understanding
and maps out a way to get our bearings in today's
secular culture, no matter who "we" are -- whether
believers or skeptics, devout or doubting, self-assured or
puzzled and confused. This is a book for any thinking
person to chew on.
Introduces the idea of a flexible approach to the human
rights movement that returns to basics in an increasingly
diverse and multipolar world.
Christianity needs powerful voices in today's world,
voices from strong leaders guided by God and devoted
to Christ. Spiritual Leadership will encourage you to
place your talents and powers at His disposal so you can
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become a leader used for His glory. . " " "
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Terrence Malick is one of the most important and
controversial filmmakers of the last few decades. Yet his
renown does not stem from box office receipts, but rather
from his inimitable cinematic vision that mixes luminous
shots of nature, dreamlike voiceovers, and plots
centered on enduring existential questions. Although
scholars have thoroughly examined Malick’s
background in philosophy, they have been slower to
respond to his theological concerns. This volume is the
first to focus on the ways in which Malick integrates
theological inquiries and motifs into his films. The book
begins with an exploration of Malick’s career as a
filmmaker and shows how his Heideggerian interests
relate to theology. Further essays from established and
up-and-coming scholars analyze seven of Malick’s most
prominent films – Badlands (1973), Days of Heaven
(1978), The Thin Red Line (1998), The New World
(2005), The Tree of Life (2011), To the Wonder (2012),
and Knight of Cups (2015) – to show how his cinematic
techniques point toward and overlap with principles of
Christian theology. A thorough study of an iconic
filmmaker, this book is an essential resource for students
and scholars in the emerging field of religion and film.
Unmindful Negligence offers thoughtful reading for all to
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ponder from several perspectives. It is about America’s
intolerant and unjust treatment of Native American
Indians, immigrants, African American Blacks, women,
minorities, the disabled, LGBT community-- virtually any
group experiencing discrimination today in America.
Psychological studies explain how the “us vs them”
behavior is a dominant force that was present from the
inception of America and causative for the divisions in
our present day society. These growing differences have
led many observers in our society to worry we are
developing a community of narcissists as many studies
have suggested. On another level the book also
describes how American society through political action
groups and legislative laws has attempted to
incrementally “right these wrongs” thoughtfully raising
American awareness to live up to the concept of our
country’s exceptionalism. Another concept addresses
transcendent themes from our earliest ancestors at
Gobleki Tepe to present day of how cooperative
behavior is the catalyst for extraordinary changes in
human living. As a result, America may be at a tipping
point where issues surrounding discrimination and lack
of economic and educational opportunities can’t be
resolved due to a political system that is only concerned
with their perception of issues and an unwillingness to
compromise. Finally there are counteractive views in the
religious and political sphere that are determined to
enforce their ideology that their belief system is not only
best for all, but is God’s way. These are self-serving
tenets that cannot lead to an inclusiveness of
humankind: for if these views prevail, America will just
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become another once upon a time democracy.
If you think the only logical response to bad Christianity
is to leave Christianity completely, this book is for you. In
an effort to help those who’ve been hurt by or turned off
by negative religion, Martin Thielen explains that there is
an alternative to abandoning religion: good religion.
Thielen uses personal stories to illustrate the dangers of
religion that is judgmental, anti-intellectual, and legalistic.
While addressing the growth of the new atheism
movement and the “Nones” (people that have no
religious affiliation), this book argues that leaving religion
is not practical, not helpful, and not necessary. Thielen
provides counterparts to the characteristics of bad
religion, explaining that good religion is grace-filled,
promotes love and forgiveness, and is inclusive and
hope-filled. This study is perfect for individual, group, or
congregational study.

"In 1975, Arthur F. Holmes published The Idea of a
Christian College. At the time he could not have
imagined his book would gather such a large
following. This work's thoughtful yet accessible style
made it a long-standing choice for reading lists on
Christian college and university campuses across
the country and around the world. Countless
numbers of first-year students have read and
discussed his book as part of their introduction to the
Christian college experience. However, enough has
changed since 1975 in both the Church and
Academy to now merit a full-scale reexamination. In
this book, Todd C. Ream and Perry L. Glanzer
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account for changes in how people view the Church
and themselves as human agents, and propose a
vision for the Christian college in light of the fact that
so many Christian colleges now look and act more
like research universities. Including topics such as
the co-curricular, common worship, and diversity,
Ream and Glanzer craft a vision that strives to see
into the future by drawing on the riches of the past.
First-year students as well as new faculty members
and administrators will benefit from the insights in
this book in ways previous generations benefitted
from Arthur Holmes's efforts. "
Douthat arrived at Harvard in the fall of 1998
carrying an idealized vision of Ivy League life.
Instead, he found himself in a school rife with elitism
and moneyed excess, an incubator for the grasping
and ambitious, a college seduced by the religion of
success. What Harvard taught him was not what he
had gone there to learn: he was immersed in the
culture of America's ever-swelling ruling class--a
culture of privilege, of ambition and entitlement, in
which a network of elite schools are viewed by
students, parents, administrators, and professors
more as stepping-stones to high salaries and
coveted social networks than as institutions of
academic excellence. This book is both a pointed
social critique of this country's most esteemed
institutions, and an exploration of issues such as
affirmative action, grade inflation, political
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correctness, and curriculum reform.--From publisher
description.
In this inaugural volume in the Studies in Christian
Doctrine and Scripture, Daniel J. Treier and Kevin J.
Vanhoozer set forth a programmatic proposal for
evangelical theology, rooted in the claim that the
church's vocation is to mirror the witness of Scripture
in its doctrine and discipleship.
It’s All about Him comes from an author who has
wrestled with God and her own emotions. The book
reveals how God has met her, leads her, and cared
for her in his faithfulness. Here is a practical, helpful
work for Christians who desire to grow in their life
with God. —Rev. Kent Meads, Community
Presbyterian Church d The statement “It’s all about
Him” often leads to the question “Who is he (him)?”
When the author asks, “Who do you think ‘he’ is?”
she gets varying responses. A few guessed it is
God. When answering the question from a biblical
perspective, it becomes clear God is the center of
the universe: it’s all about Him. This awareness
conflicts with many of the assumptions at work in
today’s culture. A licensed psychologist, Dr. Brittell
came across the question “What is it all about?” in
many forms. People are searching for meaning and
attachment, sometimes in all the wrong places. The
loss of self—resulting from anxiety, depression, and
other disorders—is not only a personal loss but a
cultural loss as well. For Christians there are
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answers in the Bible. Many have no idea how or
where to find them. Those who are unfamiliar with
Christian principles may have no idea where to begin
looking for the answers. In reading It’s All about Him
you will find principles that were established at the
time of creation and have continued to this day. Your
sense of self, worth, and purpose are found in
relationship with God. Finding God in a world full of
noise, clutter, and fantasies is not always easy, but it
is always simple. “An excellent study for a small
group setting.” —Rev. Rich Latta, pastor, Dinuba
Presbyterian Church
Bad ReligionHow We Became a Nation of
HereticsSimon and Schuster
The Revelation builds conviction, inspires worship,
and encourages patient endurance. This is a prison
epistle like no other: a disciple-making tract, a
manifesto, an extraordinary treatise on Christ and
culture, and a canonical climax. We come expecting
to learn the ABCs of the end times, and the Apostle
John gives us the fullness and fury of his Spiritinspired praying imagination. Meaning is not found in
cleverly devised interpretations, but in God's
redemptive story. The apostle's purpose was to
strengthen the people of God against cultural
assimilation and spiritual idolatry, not to stimulate
end times speculation. The Revelation is a sustained
attack against diluted discipleship with an
unrelenting focus on the immediacy of God's
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presence in the totality of life. Nothing escapes the
gaze of Christ.
?????????????????? ????????????????
?????????????????????? ?????????? ????2017????
?????? ?????????????????
????????????????????????? —— ????Daniel
Kahneman??????????
??????????????????????????????????A Brief
History of Humankind???????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????A
Brief History of Tomorrow?? ?????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
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???????????????????????????????? ???
???????????????????????????????? ??
????????????????????????????????
?????????????????Homo
Deus??????????????????????????
???????90?????·????????????????????,?2018????????
????,???????.??????????,?????????????????????????,?
????.????????????,????????????????.??????????????,?
???????????????????????.
Fan CULTure explores how present-day fans interact
with the films, television shows, books, and pop culture
artifacts they love. From creating original works of
fanfiction to influencing the content of major primetime
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series through social media, fans are no longer passive
consumers. They have evolved into active participants in
creating and shaping these works. The all-new essays in
this collection provide in-depth analyses of how fans
interact with such popular franchises as Harry Potter,
Lost, Supernatural, Lord of the Rings and Joss
Whedon’s Serenity, and examines as well topics not
based on media-like fans of LEGO building blocks,
Disneyland, and NFL quarterback Tim Tebow.
This work explores conformation and presentist biases in
continuing accounts of the Ruby McCollum story. This
was a 1952 murder trial in which a wealthy AfricanAmerican wife shot and killed her white, physician and
Florida Senator elect lover. The author contends that
continuing accounts of the story are being told through
the lens of the present, and by authors and filmmakers
who bring their own point of view to the story rather than
relying on archival information. By re-visiting archival
information, the author attempts to confront these
versions of revisionist history.
Traces the decline of Christianity in America since the
1950s, posing controversial arguments about the role of
heresy in the nation's downfall while calling for a revival
of traditional Christian practices.
In the wake of Vatican II and the political and social
upheavals of the 1960s, disruption and disagreement
rent the Catholic Church in America. Since then a
diversity of opinions on a variety of political and religious
questions found expression in the church, leading to a
fragmented understanding of Catholic identity. Liberal,
conservative, neoconservative and traditionalist
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Catholics competed to define what constituted an
authentic Catholic worldview, thus making it nearly
impossible to pinpoint a unique "Catholic position" on
any given topic. A Partisan Church examines these
controversies during the Reagan era and explores the
way in which one group of intellectuals - well-known
neoconservative Catholics such as George Weigel,
Michael Novak, and Richard John Neuhaus - sought to
reestablish a coherent and unified Catholic identity.
Jesus came from the closed village of Galilee. He was
originally a lower-class Jewish missionary. He was
convicted of illegal activities and was crucified for
treason. But shortly after his death, his followers began
to declare that he was the incarnation of God, and later
even directly declared that Jesus is God, the Lord of
heaven and the world. So the question is: how did a
farmer who was crucified become the creator of all
things? The author of this book has been a regular
Christian since he was a child. He went to church every
Sunday and served as a sacrifice. But as time passed,
his thinking changed.
Beyond the Modern AgeBeyond the Modern AgeBeyond
the Modern Age
The Exiled Generations is a collection of poignant
testimonials by individuals whose parents and relatives were
purged from or left the Southern Baptist Convention in the
wake of the fundamentalist takeover beginning in 1980.
Building upon Professor Kell’s earlier work, Exiled, which
revealed the stories of those who were themselves
expurgated, this new book details the experiences of their
relations—the sons and daughters who saw their moderateleaning parents lose pastoral positions, administrative posts,
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missionary appointments, or seminary professorships, and
who faced their own often fraught relationships with their
church home. Until now, the stories of this “lost generation”
have never been fully told. In this collection, Professor Kell
presents a diverse and wide range of voices. Some are wellknown Baptist leaders, while others are ordinary people
caught up in the remarkable changes in Baptist life over the
past few decades. Here, they recount their feelings of loss as
they were severed from youth fellowships and removed from
church rolls. Many describe the lingering emotional effects of
the heartbreaking conflict that dominated their childhood and
adolescence. Their recollections reveal the full range of
responses—anger, sadness, pathos, humor, intense inner
reflection—to these enormous shifts. This volume shows the
extent to which this group has struggled and wandered in
emotional and religious exile. The Exiled Generations
comprises rich primary sources for scholars and students who
are exploring the profound strife that has rocked the Southern
Baptist Convention. These deeply moving accounts will offer
invaluable assistance to researchers analyzing the impact of
the seismic changes within the denomination over the past
thirty-five years. Carl L. Kell is a professor of communication
at Western Kentucky University. He is the editor of Exiled:
Voices of the Southern Baptist Convention Holy War, author
of Against the Wind: the Moderate Voice in Baptist Life, and
coauthor of In the Name of the Father: The Rhetoric of the
New Southern Baptist Convention.
We live in a world full of challenges. The three graces can
almost be seen as motors for Christian life in today's world,
but the words faith, hope, and love have so many everyday
uses that their technical, theological meanings are, for many,
difficult to appreciate. Modern life also leaves many yearning
for authenticity and meaning. Many religions have answered
that need by calling to mind the image of a path. Always
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profound progressions, religious paths tend to be motivated
either by practices (the act of walking the path) or focal
points. Christianity has a focal point, an object, and it sees
the three graces as distinctively content filled. The heart of
this book is about helping people find the Christian path and
their intellectual, emotional, and spiritual balance--an
equilibrium that is sustained by a strong personal faith, an
enduring hope for the future, and genuine love that will
withstand the worst of times. It contributes to the category of
Christian literature that provides a pattern for Christian living
without surrendering the intellect to the more popular side of
this genre.
When it comes to politics, we often perceive our own beliefs
as fair and socially beneficial, while seeing opposing views as
merely self-serving. But in fact most political views are
governed by self-interest, even if we usually don't realize it.
Challenging our fiercely held notions about what motivates us
politically, this book explores how self-interest divides the
public on a host of hot-button issues, from abortion and the
legalization of marijuana to same-sex marriage, immigration,
affirmative action, and income redistribution. Expanding the
notion of interests beyond simple economics, Jason Weeden
and Robert Kurzban look at how people's interests clash
when it comes to their sex lives, social status, family, and
friends. Drawing on a wealth of data, they demonstrate how
different groups form distinctive bundles of political positions
that often stray far from what we typically think of as liberal or
conservative. They show how we engage in unconscious
rationalization to justify our political positions, portraying our
own views as wise, benevolent, and principled while casting
our opponents' views as thoughtless and greedy. While many
books on politics seek to provide partisans with new ways to
feel good about their own side, The Hidden Agenda of the
Political Mind illuminates the hidden drivers of our politics,
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even if it's a picture neither side will find flattering.
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???????????????????????? ——???Jared
Diamond????????????????????
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sapiens???????????????????? ??????????????????????????
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??????????????????????????????????????????????
Using the thought of Christian thinker Thomas Aquinas and
Neo-Confucian Zhu Xi, explores how to exercise and limit
authority. This book discusses what a religiously grounded
authority might look like from the viewpoints of the European
Catholic Thomas Aquinas (1225–1274) and the Chinese NeoConfucian Zhu Xi (1130–1200). The consideration of these
two figures, immensely influential in their respective traditions,
reflects the conviction that any responsible discourse on
authority must consider different cultural perspectives.
Catherine Hudak Klancer notes that both Zhu Xi and Aquinas
conceive wisdom as including, yet surpassing, human reason.
Both express an explicit faith in the moral order of the cosmos
and the ethical potential of human beings. The systematic,
idealistic approach common to both provides the cosmic,
anthropological, and ethical elements needed for a
comprehensive exploration of how to exercise and limit
authority. Ultimately, Klancer writes, authority requires a
particular virtue, hitherto latent in both scholars’ work and in
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their lives as well. A person with this virtue—humble
authority—is properly grounded in the sacred order, and fully
cognizant in theory and in practice of the parameters of
human nature and the responsibilities attendant upon the
human role.
?????????????????????? --????????/????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????……?????????????????????????? ????????
???????????????????????????????????????----???????????
???? ????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????……
????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????? ????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????1975???????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? ???? | ?????????Richard
Hofstadter?1916?1970? ????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????(The Age of Reform)??1890???????
??????????????????1956???????????????????????????196
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4?????? ?????????????????????????????Social Darwinism
in American Thought?1944??????????????????????The
American Political Tradition, 1948???????????????????The
Paranoid Style in American Politics, 1964?????????Michael
Wallace??????????????????????American Violence: A
Documentary History, 1970?? ???? | ???
?????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????
?????,?????????,??????????????,??20???????????????????
?????,?????????????????????????????????“??????”?
What does effective church leadership look like? In this
conversational book, pastor Jeramie Rinne sets forth an easyto-understand "job description" for elders drawn from the
Bible's teaching on church leadership. Offering practical
guidance for new elders and helping church members better
understand and support their spiritual leaders, this succinct
volume will encourage elders to embrace their calling with
grace, wisdom, and clarity of vision.
From the New York Times columnist and bestselling author of
Bad Religion, a powerful portrait of how our turbulent age is
defined by dark forces seemingly beyond our control Today
the Western world seems to be in crisis. But beneath our
social media frenzy and reality television politics, the deeper
reality is one of drift, repetition, and dead ends. The Decadent
Society explains what happens when a rich and powerful
society ceases advancing—how the combination of wealth and
technological proficiency with economic stagnation, political
stalemates, cultural exhaustion, and demographic decline
creates a strange kind of “sustainable decadence,” a
civilizational languor that could endure for longer than we
think. Ranging from our grounded space shuttles to our
Silicon Valley villains, from our blandly recycled film and
television—a new Star Wars saga, another Star Trek series,
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the fifth Terminator sequel—to the escapism we’re furiously
chasing through drug use and virtual reality, Ross Douthat
argues that many of today’s discontents and derangements
reflect a sense of futility and disappointment—a feeling that the
future was not what was promised, that the frontiers have all
been closed, and that the paths forward lead only to the
grave. In this environment we fear catastrophe, but in a
certain way we also pine for it—because the alternative is to
accept that we are permanently decadent: aging, comfortable
and stuck, cut off from the past and no longer confident in the
future, spurning both memory and ambition while we wait for
some saving innovation or revelations, growing old unhappily
together in the glowing light of tiny screens. Correcting both
optimists who insist that we’re just growing richer and
happier with every passing year and pessimists who expect
collapse any moment, Douthat provides an enlightening
diagnosis of the modern condition—how we got here, how long
our age of frustration might last, and how, whether in
renaissance or catastrophe, our decadence might ultimately
end.
Why have multiple mega-church leaders—Ted Haggard and
Bishop Eddie Long, for example—committed acts of sexual
misconduct? This book discusses the reasons in depth and
examines how these acts are impacting the future of
megachurches.
As it self-destructs, the strategy of secularism (the idea that
nations can be religiously neutral) is splitting between
American exceptionalism and radical Islam. American
exceptionalism, the belief that "America" is more than a
nation, is folly. Radical Islam is obviously wrong as well, but
Muslims at least own the nature of the current cultural conflict:
You must follow somebody, whether it's Allah, the State, or
Jesus Christ. This important and timely book is an analysis of
the changing face of religion and politics and also an
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extended argument for Christian expression of faith in Jesus
Christ. This does not mean a withdrawal from politics to our
own communities and churches. Instead, we Christians must
take what we have learned from the wreck of secularism and
build a Christendom of the New Foundation: A network of
nations bound together by a formal, public, civic
acknowledgement of the lordship of Jesus Christ and the
fundamental truth of the Apostles' Creed.
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